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INTRODUCTION 
 
So how’s your sex life? Specifically, 
are you happy with the amount of 
blow jobs you’re getting?  

There aren’t many men on the planet 
who don’t appreciate a good 
sucking. Sure, we all love pussy, but 
there’s nothing quite like the 
pleasure we get from a really great 
hummer.   

Unfortunately, your wife, girlfriend or 
fuck buddy may not be all that eager 
to give you head. It’s depressing, but 
it happens.  

The real question is, what can you do about it? IS there anything 
you can do about it? 

The answer to this question is absolutely “yes,” and if you’re not 
happy with how many blow jobs you’re getting right now, this 
report is going to blow your mind… 

Because not only will you get MORE blow jobs…she’ll want to 
give you blow jobs on a regular basis, because it’s something 
SHE enjoys, too.   

Over the course of my adult life, I’ve had the pleasure to date and 
have sex with hundreds of smart, sexy women. Along the way, 
I’ve learned a number of powerful secrets about sex and what 
women really want.  

In the pages that follow, I’m going to share some of those secrets 
with you, and by the time you finish reading, you’ll be able to not 
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only enjoy all the blow jobs you want, but you’ll have the women 
in your life absolutely addicted to the idea of giving them to you. 

Don’t believe me? Read on and see for yourself.  

Covering The Basics 

It’s a shame that this section is even necessary, but it’s based on 
conversations I’ve had with hundreds of women over the years 
about their sex lives, it is, so here goes. 

Guys, if you want a woman to suck your dick, you’ve got to take 
care of it. That means three things: 

First, wash it. With soap. Seriously, it’s honestly amazing to me 
that this even has to be said, but let’s flip it around. How likely 
would you be to go down on a woman who hadn’t taken a shower 
in a week and smelled like an open-air fish market? You wouldn’t, 
and women feel the same way about putting a man’s nasty dick in 
their mouth. Can you blame them? 

Oh, and while we’re on the topic, the phrase “wash your dick” 
covers your nut sack, too. Take care of it every time you shower, 
and if you’re going out on a date and there’s even a possibility 
that sex might be on the menu later, shower.  

Then shower again just before you start fooling around. Seriously, 
if this is the only piece of advice you follow in this entire report, it 
will more than double your chances of getting a blow job. 

Second, if your junk has any rashes, abrasions, warts, skin tags, 
or other weirdness on it, get that shit taken care of before you ask 
anybody to suck you off. Again, this should go without saying, but 
you’d be amazed at some of the horror stories I’ve heard from 
women over the years.  
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Just as you wouldn’t want to eat a skanky, gross-looking pussy, 
women aren’t keen about the idea of popping dirty-looking cocks 
in their mouths. If you have one, fix it. Immediately. 

Third, “manscape.” Trim those pubes. There are two reasons for 
this. First, if a woman wants to go down on you, you want to make 
it easy on her. If she has to go hunting for your cock through a 
jungle of pubes, that’s going to kill the moment.  

Second, women aren’t fond of “flossing” with your pubes. Keep 
your pubes trimmed. It’s not hard and it doesn’t take very long. 
Again, just do it. 

Give Her Permission To Please You 
 

Once you’ve got the basics covered, 
it’s time to get serious about changing 
the nature and character of your sex 
life. 

The big thing to remember here, 
whether you’re angling for more blow 
jobs or just more sex in general, is that 
sex isn’t all about you.  

To get, you’ve got to be willing to give, 
and more than that, you’ve got to be 
willing to give without expecting 
anything in return. 

If you’re not already a fan of going 
down on a woman, become one. Learn 
to love everything about eating pussy. 
The scent. The taste. The feel. The 
look of a pussy when you’re just an 
inch away from one. 
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More than learning to love it, learn to get really good at it. It’s a 
sad state of affairs, but most guys treat licking pussy a lot like 
painting a fence: a repetitive, boring, up and down motion. 

Don’t do that. 

The easiest way to spice things up is to use the “alphabet trick.” 
Pick a word. Any word. Use your tongue as a pen and spell that 
work in looping cursive letters on your woman’s pussy. Don’t 
forget to dot your I’s and cross your t’s, and pay close attention to 
the way she moves while you’re doing that. 

You should be able to tell, but if you can’t, ask her which motions 
feel best. Ask her to SHOW YOU how to please her. 

Some women may balk at this at first, but if she see’s that you’re 
serious and that you genuinely want to learn, she’ll teach you.  

Listen to what she has to say, and where she directs you to kiss 
and lick and suck. 

When you get her to “instruct” you on how to eat her pussy, and 
you show that you’re devoted to giving her more pleasure, you’re 
planting powerful seeds in her mind.  

For one thing, you’re triggering a psychological principle called 
“The Rule Of Reciprocity.” The human brain is wired so that when 
someone does something for us, we feel a need to repay them.  

(Think about a time when you went out for a meal with a friend, 
and they insisted on paying the bill for both of you. You were 
appreciative, but deep down, you also felt a need to repay them 
as soon as possible. This is actually a very powerful psychological 
instinct.)  

By the same token, when you ask her to guide you on how to give 
her greater oral pleasure, and you give her a body-quaking 
orgasm, she’s going to want to do the same for you.  
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But you must initiate things. Most women aren’t going to offer 
instruction on how they prefer their pussies to be eaten, unless 
you ask for it. And most women aren’t going to ask you how you 
like your cock to be sucked.  

So it’s up to you to make this happen. Remember, most women 
want to be women in bed. In order for them to do that, you’ve got 
to be the man. You’ve got to be the dominant presence in the 
bedroom. 

No, that doesn’t mean you have to be a “Dom” in the BDSM 
sense of the word, but it does mean that you have to take charge, 
take the lead and take initiative.  

Doing this gives a woman permission to let her submissive side 
out to play and enjoy being TAKEN. 

Be confident, be a man, and be willing and interested to learn any 
and everything she’ll teach you about pleasing her, then apply 
those lessons with gusto. 

Once you’ve mastered the art of eating your lover’s pussy just the 
way she likes it, try adding your own personal touches. The first 
and best thing you can do is to learn where her G spot is and 
stimulate it while you’re going down on her.  

The best way to do this is to insert one or two of your fingers, 
palm up. Once your fingers are inside her, curl them upwards and 
watch her reaction. 

It might take a bit of exploring to find her G spot but when you do, 
her reaction will be unmistakable. She’ll thrust her hips upward 
toward your mouth and start grinding against you. When you feel 
that, for the love of all that is holy, don’t stop what you’re doing! 

Keep doing it, varying the intensity of your licking and finger 
curling, and she might reward you by losing all control and 
squirting all over the bed. Even if she doesn’t, when she cums, 
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she’s going to cum HARD and from that moment on, you’re going 
to be considered a pussy licking god. 

When you make her cum like that, give her a little kiss and hold 
her. VERY IMPORTANT: At this point, if she tries to return the 
favor and go down on you, don’t let her! Just tell her that was a 
special treat for her, and you don’t need anything in return. 

That might seem counterintuitive, since the whole point of this 
ebook is getting all the blow jobs you want, but hear me out. If you 
don’t let her “return the favor” it’s going to drive her wild…in a 
great way.   

Remember the Rule of Reciprocation! 
Her desire to “pay you back” will be massive after you’ve just 
given her this explosion of pleasure. Women are hard-wired to 
want to please their partners, and after you’ve given her one of 
the most powerful orgasms of her life, she’s going to be half-crazy 
with the desire to do the same for you. 

But you’re not going to grant this desire just yet. Let a day or two 
pass and then out of the blue, walk up to her when she’s sitting in 
the living room, kiss your way down her body, and eat her out 
again.  

As before, if she tries to return the favor, just smile and shake 
your head. Explain that you don’t need anything in return, you just 
love making her feel good. 

By doing this, you’re setting up a new and different paradigm. 
You’re giving her permission to spontaneously please you…to 
come up to you out of the blue, unzip your pants and start sucking 
your cock with abandon. That’s what you want. 

Blow Job Do’s And Don’ts 
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Once you’ve created a new sexual paradigm for you and your 
lover, it’s time to get down to brass tacks and particulars. A lot of 
guys don’t realize it, but there are a lot of “do’s” and “don’ts” 
associated with getting your woman in the frame of mind where 
she’s begging to blow you on regular basis!  

We’ll cover the biggest ones in this next section. 

Things To DO:  

Show And Tell. Remember, women are hard-wired to want to 
please their lovers. Part of the pleasure they derive from sex is 
knowing how much they’re turning you on. 

When your lover goes down on you, don’t just stand or lay there 
not giving any signals. SHOW HER you’re enjoying it. Thrust your 
hips gently toward her. Moan. Grunt. Talk dirty to her. Tell her how 
good her mouth and tongue feels on your cock. 

There’s power in all of those things, and the more signs you give 
her that you’re really enjoying what she’s doing to you, the more 
turned on she’s going to get!  

The more excited she gets, the more she’s going to enjoy doing it, 
which is going to make her want to do MORE of it because it 
creates a positive association. 

Reward Her. You don’t have to do this every time, but sometimes, 
when your lover treats you to a blow job, reward her for it. Fix her 
dinner. Buy her a new vibrator and help her play with it. 
Compliment her. Tell her she’s beautiful, both with and without 
your cock in her mouth. Spend more time cuddling with her after 
sex (women love this, and men tend to avoid it).  
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Those are small things, but again, they set up positive 
associations in her mind. And as with many things in life, the more 
you give, the more you get. 

Let’s talk a little more about the idea of buying her a new vibrator 
(or butt plug, or some other type of sexy “toy.”) This is a win-win, 
obviously. But don’t go off by yourself and pick something out to 
surprise her with. Turn it into a fun couple’s activity.  

Go to an adult website and shop for toys together. Look over the 
options, talk about how much fun the various toys could be, and 
pick one (or several!) out to try. 

When the toys arrive, it’ll be just like a “naughty Christmas.” You’ll 
get to discover new ways of pleasing her, as you help her play 
with her new toys. Honestly, who doesn’t love watching their lover 
lose their mind as they have an earth-shattering orgasm? The 
more toys you bring into the bedroom, the more options you have 
on that front, so go for it! 

Plant Seeds: This is another easy way to get her thinking about, 
and ultimately giving you, more blow jobs. Send her a sexy text in 
the middle of the day. Something like: “Hey sexy, was just 
daydreaming about the feel of your hot little mouth on my cock. 
Mmmm…” 

A text like that is sure to get a sexy response and now you’ve 
planted the seed in her mind. She’s going to spend some time 
thinking about blowing you and you’ll probably get one when you 
get home. 

Also, when you send sexy texts like that, pick out a specific thing 
you enjoy about the blow jobs she gives. Maybe she does a trick 
with her tongue that drives you crazy. Maybe she takes you all the 
way to the back of her throat. Each woman gives a different blow 
job, so zero in on the “special thing” your woman does and shine 
a spotlight on it.  
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Compliment her on it and tell her how much it drives you crazy. 
She’ll be thrilled by the thought that she can give you pleasure 
like no other woman.  

Don’t Do These Things: 

No Applying Guilt or Pressure. Sex should be fun for BOTH of 
you. Not just you. If you try to pressure or guilt your lover into 
going down on you, you might convince her to do it, but she’s not 
going to enjoy it.  

In fact, putting pressure on her is going to create a negative 
association in her mind. The blow job she gives you is going to be 
seen as a chore. An obligation.  

Not only will that ensure that it’s not a very good one (because 
her heart won’t be in it), it’s also going to ruin the work you did 
earlier to create a new sexual paradigm that gives her permission 
to please you spontaneously. 

It doesn’t matter how bad you want her lips wrapped around your 
cock. If you pressure her into it, you’re going to do more harm 
than good. Even if you convince her to give you a hummer today, 
she certainly won’t give you one voluntarily in the future, and why 
should she?  

Nobody likes being pushed into something they just don’t want to 
do. Don’t be that guy. 

No Throat Fucking. You can blame this one on porn. There are 
thousands of videos online showing male porn stars relentlessly 
fucking a woman’s face, pounding his cock as hard as he can into 
the back of a woman’s throat. 
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While there are a few women who enjoy that sort of thing, they’re 
a distinct minority, and that’s not something you want to do 
without talking about it first. 

If that’s your woman’s thing, awesome. Go for it. On the other 
hand, if you’re not sure, it’s best to err on the side of caution. Just 
enjoy what she’s doing and don’t get carried away.  

Remember, she’s doing you a favor. Don’t abuse her or her trust 
by trying to jackhammer your cock through the back of her throat. 
That’s a great way to never get another blow job from her in your 
life.  

Don’t Try To Make Her Swallow. This is another thing you 
should never do until and unless you’ve talked about it. Some 
women spit, and some women swallow. Unless you already know 
which camp your lover falls into, don’t assume she’s going to 
enjoy swallowing your load.  

In fact, don’t assume she wants you to drench her face, tits, 
stomach, pussy or hair with cum. Ask. Talk to her. Let her tell you 
where she prefers your load. If she wants you to cum on her tits, 
do that. If she says she swallows, great. Respect her wishes.  

If you keep these Do’s and Don’ts firmly in mind any time a 
woman is going down on you, you’re going to guarantee that she 
enjoys the experience, which in turn, is going to guarantee you 
get the pleasure more often. 

The Power Of Communication 

This is something we touched on earlier, but it’s important enough 
to deserve its own section.  

Normally, the best time to talk about sexual preferences is in the 
early stages of a relationship. But if that ship has sailed and 
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you’re already married, or you’ve been dating a woman for a while 
and you honestly have no idea what kinds of things she likes or 
what kinks she might have, it’s never too late to find out.  

The sooner you know this, the better for your relationship and 
your mutual pleasure.  

Maybe she prefers the Anvil position (you’re on top fucking her, 
with her legs up and her ankles resting on your shoulders.)  

Maybe she’s not a big fan of the Cowgirl position, but she LOVES 
Reverse Cowgirl. Maybe she’s open to the idea of you placing a 
vibrating butt plug in her ass while you’re nailing her (we’ve got a 
separate report about that, btw!).  

She might be a lot more submissive in the bedroom than you 
realize. Most women are, but they’re usually not comfortable 
enough to say so unless you broach the subject first. 

If you don’t ask, how will you know? You could just blindly try 
different things and see if she stops you or goes crazy, but 
wouldn’t it be better to have some idea of her preferences? So 
don’t be bashful about it. ASK!  

And when you do, and she starts sharing her preferences and 
kinks, don’t be shy about sharing your own.  

You’ll discover things about each other, and talking about sex in 
an open, laidback way can be a huge turn-on that will probably 
see you getting laid later in the evening. If you’ve been delaying 
this conversation, what the hell are you waiting for? 

Wrapping it up  

There you have it, stud. Armed with this info, you can skyrocket 
your sex life to a whole new level. 
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You can give your wife, girlfriend or “fuck buddy” permission to 
start pleasing you spontaneously and reward her for doing so, 
which will set up a string of positive associations in her mind 
about you, and blow jobs, that will have her CRAVING the idea of 
going down on you. 

Even better, you’ll learn exactly she enjoys most in the bedroom, 
which will make you a Sex God in her eyes... 

And when you’re able to give her mind-blowing orgasms any time 
you have sex with her, this keeps building the “positive 
reinforcement loop” that makes her desire you even more! 

The truth is, most guys don’t think about sex beyond getting their 
rocks off. If you take the time to learn about your partner’s 
preferences, and positively reinforce the behaviors of hers you 
want to see more of, it will result in an AMAZING improvement in 
your sex life on all levels…  

And you’ll get to start enjoying all the blow jobs a man could ever 
want!
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